[Granulocytic "deactivation" in cold urticaria].
Recent advance about pathogenesis of Idiopathic acquired Cold-induced Urticaria underline the role of Neutrophils that, drawn by a specific mast-cell factor (HMW-NCF) might characterise precise stages of disease and presumably specific histologic "subset". This factor together with the chemotactic factor for eosinophils (ECF) can determine the so called neutrophils' "deactivation". In this study we have valued the role of neutrophils in six patients with idiopathic cold-induced urticaria and in a group of control including both patients with other forms of urticaria and healthy controls. The results of our research show the absence of alterations either in cellular neutrophilic chemotaxis or the serum one. Furthermore we have been able to determine that this "deactivation" is specific for idiopathic cold-induced urticaria and that it does not happen in the other forms of physical or non urticaria.